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it is never okay to contact someone outside of keygen for help with any licensing or system issues. keygen is the controller of pi, and if you report a problem to us, we will do everything in our power to help you. this includes, but is not limited to, contacting the third
party if we need help. if we determine that the breach occurred due to an vulnerability on our end, we will work to fix whatever the vulnerability was as quickly as possible to prevent further damage. if a situation like this ever arises, every employee at keygen who
can be helpful will treat this as their top priority and set aside any other responsibilities until the problem is resolved. third-party content appearing on any of our websites may be delivered to users by partners, who may set cookies. these cookies allow the partner
to recognize your computer each time you interact with the content to compile information about you or others who use your computer. this privacy policy covers the use of cookies by keygen and does not cover the use of cookies by any partners. as a company

focused on software licensing, our customers entrust us with very important data for their businesses. keeping your data secure and private is of the utmost importance, and so we are careful to follow industry best practices. a lot goes into online security, but here
are some of the main things we do that might interest you: if you have a keygen account, we are the controller of your personal information (pi). the data below is stored locally within our systems (unless noted otherwise), and may also be stored in a third-party

service listed above. all logs are scrubbed of sensitive info (passwords, tokens, etc.) locally before being sent over the wire.
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we encrypt your credit card number when we collect it, and we use this information only to conduct the financial transaction with you. we do not store your credit card number; we store only the three-digit number at the end of the number and the expiration date,
which we then delete. this website uses google analytics, a web analytics service provided by google, inc. ("google"). google analytics uses "cookies", which are text files placed on your computer, to help the website analyze how users use the site. the information

generated by the cookie about your use of the website (including your ip address) will be transmitted to and stored by google on servers in the united states. google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on
website activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and internet usage. google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or where such third parties process the information on

google's behalf. security of data and protection of personal information are keygen's top priority. to learn about the security procedures and other related policies, please visit this page. for more detailed information, please read our full privacy policy. when you
download and/or use keygen's products, data are sent to and stored on our servers. keygen is not responsible for and does not review any data that you store on our servers. keygen suggests that you do it yourself to prevent any harm arising from our servers'

operators. data stored on our servers include your user name and login credentials (if applicable), software version, software installation information, and similar data. the data you stored on our servers is encrypted in transit and at rest by keygen's secure sockets
layer (ssl) encryption. 5ec8ef588b
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